REGISTRATION NO.

US-SAR-95199370

LETTER OF REGISTRATION
This letter hereby certifies the applicant of official registration with the US SERVICE ANIMAL
REGISTRAR. This registration applies to applicant and support animal, promoting their access
and request for acceptance and accommodations. The registration may serve as proof of a particular
need of an emotional support or otherwise working dog to aid the owner / registrant.
Our goal is educate and promote protections, rights and responsibilities of support dog owners.
Federal law makes it clear and prohibits discrimination of breed, size, training level or age of
any emotional support animal or service dog.
These Legal Assurances Include But Are Not Limited To:
Dwelling, Renting and Housing Rights
In general, a support animal is defined as any animal that brings comfort and support to an
individual with a psychological, mental or emotional issue. These maladies can range from social
phobias, to depression, to anxiety, and to PTSD. Persons with these issues, can be afforded benefits
and access to dwellings, Rentals and Housing. Local laws may differ, but the owner, landlord or
lease holder may permit special provisions to those who have registered and benefit from the use of a
support animal. These requests are not guaranteed by law but are requests made by individuals to aid
them in recovery or provide therapeutic benefit for a physical or mental issue.
Restaurants, Events and Public Areas
Independent access is an integral part of these rights. Persons with mental or physical issues should
be afforded to as much independence in life as possible. Their use of public places like
restaurants, shopping and other public areas are no exception. Those who manage public spaces
can, upon request, make specific accommodations to patrons with issues while considering the
impact on their operation and their safety obligations. People With Service Animals Must Be
Allowed Access To All Public Accommodations. This right takes precedence over all state and local
laws which might otherwise prohibit animals in those places such as Stores, Malls, Restaurants,
Hotels/Resorts, Airlines,Cruises, Taxi cabs, Buses just to name a few.
Airline Travel, Public Transportation
Carriers, terminal operators and transportation employees may accept requests by accommodating
persons with mental issues or physical limitations that may cause undue hardship. This means that
carriers,
terminal operators
and
transportation
employees
should
consider:
(1)
Providing
accommodations / access /entry that give a person with a support or therapy animal access to
transportation services. (2) Provide these accommodations where doing so is reasonable, practical
or helpful. The request is made in good faith to alleviate undue hardship of registrant. It is
widely recognized and accepted that people who rely on animals to provide assistance may find benefit
or comfort. The registrant agrees to terms set by grantor, to maintain dog within their control at
all times and to be responsible for safety and health concerns related to their support or therapy
animal.
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